
Recent advances in near infra-red 
(NIR) instruments and technology 

are creating new opportunities for 
Australian sugar mills.

One of these next generation NIR 
instruments – called a Micro NIR – fits 
into the palm of your hand and costs 
about one third of the price of its 
predecessor instruments. 

This advance in instrumentation has 
prompted the Australian industry to 
investigate the possibilities for NIR 
analysis in new areas of sugar mills 
beyond the established applications 
such as cane payment.

The use of on-line NIR systems, including 
with support from SRA to analyse and 
interpret the data, is well-established 
in a number of Australian mills. The 
technology allows millers to collect 
data in real time and also to gather this 
information in situations where traditional 
methods are difficult or hazardous.

The smaller instruments that are now 
available have the potential to fit into new 
areas of the mill, and their lower capital cost 
puts the technology within a more realistic 
cost bracket for new applications. 

It is something that Tully Sugar Limited 
have been keen to further understand. 
With the help of SRA, they have been 
testing two Micro NIR instruments attached 
to the Tully mill in recent seasons.

One of these instruments is being used to 
provide real-time feedback on mill-mud, 
via an SRA-funded research project. The 
other instrument is attached to Tully’s 
number five mill and provides real-time 
and online feedback of bagasse, building 
on previous research where SRA worked 
with much larger instruments to assess 
bagasse at the Mulgrave Mill.

“The real advance now is the 
instrumentation,” SRA’s Steve Staunton 
said. “With the Micro NIR being so 
compact, it opens up new opportunities. 
The older systems were also difficult to 
install and there were challenges around 
sample presentation and validation.

“With this instrument we are getting 
information of a similar quality, and it can 
be done for an investment in the machine 
of about $50,000.” 

SRA provides expertise and support to 
ensure efficient use of the Micro NIR, and 
also ensures the data generated by the 
instrument is accurate and understandable. 

TSL Operations Engineer, Ross Threlfall, 
said TSL was interested in the Micro NIR 
to see where it could enhance milling 
efficiency and consistency. 

With the bagasse, for example, they were 
previously only measuring moisture 
content via moisture meter, whereas now 
the Micro NIR is providing moisture, pol 
and fibre every seven seconds. 

“Currently bagasse quality analysis is 
performed by the laboratory, from samples 
taken over an 8hr shift. These results are 
only available on a daily basis,”  
Mr Threlfall said. “With online monitoring, 
control or mill adjustments can be made 
sooner rather than later to optimise  
milling extraction.

“Our boiler operators are able to confirm 
and potentially take action earlier, in 
response to high moisture bagasse being 
received at boilers.

“It also gives us the ability to take action 
such as adjusting the maceration settings, or 
trying things like cool maceration. We have 
trialled different maceration settings this 
year, and we are still learning what we can 
do with the instrument.”

The instrument has been attached directly 
to the exit chute of the mill and requires 
cooling due to the temperature of the 
bagasse (about 85 degrees Celsius or 
more). This is one of many issues that SRA 
has worked with TSL on during this season, 
to better understand how to best use 
the instrument in the tough environment 
of a sugar mill. There has also been a 
huge effort and collaboration with the 
TSL information technology team and 
engineering team. 

In the future, the Micro NIR and supporting 
programming may also be able to gather 
valuable data on the full milling train to 

help minimise sugar loss through the mill, 
especially when used in conjunction with 
their existing NIR instrument looking at 
cane at the number one mill. 

As they continue to look for new ways to 
use the data, Mr Threlfall said the Micro 
NIR would also allow TSL to calculate 
the calorific value of bagasse, which 
could then be correlated back to cane 
variety information. This could be useful 
for cogeneration by targeting particular 
bagasse for storage for use in the  
off-season. 

There are other opportunities that are also 
being considered. This investigation has 
seen SRA work with TSL engineers and 
boilermakers to attach a Micro NIR to the 
mud hopper to determine factors such as 
pol losses and mud quality criteria.

Mr Staunton said the research could 
create additional value for growers as it 
could lead to them being able to better 
understand the beneficial impacts of 
recycling mill mud back to their farms.

This data offers advantages to both 
growers and millers, and may be useful for 
the industry to continue to demonstrate 
its strong adherence to best management 
practices.  

NEW 
OPPORTUNITIES 
OPENING UP 
FOR NIR

(Below left) Ross Threlfall, Steve Staunton and 
Michelle Larsen in front of the Micro NIR instruments 
attached to the number five mill at Tully.   
(Below left) Michelle Larsen and Steve Staunton at 
the mud hopper.  (Over page) Data on display as 
captured by the Micro NIR, measuring moisture,  
pol and fibre every seven seconds. 

Contact Steve Staunton on  
E  sstaunton@sugarresearch.com.au 
T  07 4056 4502.
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